Abstract

The James Bond films are icons of style and adventure. The films’ perfectly-tailored suits, gourmet food, and sleek automobiles have always reflected the evolving benchmarks of Western style. In the same way, the Bond films can act as a measure of the evolving set of dominant western political issues, from the Cold War to space weaponry, from the drug trade to blood diamonds. We do not view the Bond films as setting the patterns for global issues. Rather, we assert they engage issues that have reached a critical mass in Western political consciousness. Always cutting edge, the Bond films have never shied away from the salient, even trendy, issues of their time. Thus, the Bond films function as a lagging indicator; once an issue reaches the status of a James Bond film plot, it has received enough public attention to warrant serious discussion. In this paper, we examine the James Bond series and connect the plot lines to the issues that dominated the contemporaneous political debate. We also examine how the Bond films make use of transnational sovereignty-free actors to allow the scripts to move in directions that would be unsaular or unwieldy is tried with traditional state-based actors.

Introduction

After hauling in more than five billion dollars in worldwide box office receipts, it is safe to say that James Bond films have achieved an iconic status in the cinema world. Bond films have spawned fashion trends, turned unknown actors into international superstars, and have been copied and parodied literally hundreds of times. While the status of the Bond franchise as cultural touchstone is not in dispute, what is less-commonly recognized is that the Bond films have historically reflected the changing international political landscape. From Dr. No to Quantum Of Solace, the films based on Ian Fleming’s master spy have managed to alternately track and lead public opinion on a variety of important global issues. In this paper, we examine the ways in which the landscape of the Bond universe has changed in terms of plots and characters, and discuss how those changes coincide with changes in public opinion.

Methods

For our purposes, we opted to assess the policy elements of the Bond films in two ways. The first is to examine the importance of the transnational sovereignty-free forces in the plot construction. The second is to examine the efforts of the scriptwriters to incorporate major political issues of the time into the plot elements.

Conclusions

The overall pattern of the Bond plots is clearly connected to a wide swath of major global issues. From the fear of losing the space race to the impact of drug smuggling and blood diamonds, the Bond films have sought to connect themselves to the global political consciousness. The use of transnational sovereignty-free actors combined with a finger on the pulse of public opinion gives the Bond films the leeway to explore avenues that might otherwise be too difficult or fantastical by using traditional state actors.

All of this leads to several important, if unanswered, questions. Given the clear efforts to make Bond hyper-relevant to modern political questions, will that serve to shorten the half-life of the overall impact of the film? For example, focus on blood diamonds in Die Another Day may seem horribly dated in another 20 years, whereas many of the earlier Bond films have maintained their status – at least in part – due to the universality of their themes. Will we look back on these latest Bond films as dated and out of touch in the same vein as The Man With The Golden Gun, or will they maintain their universal appeal and give us deeper insight into the nature of those days? Only the passage of time will give us better answers.